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Check if children are OK with balloons.  
Ensure spheros and tablets are charged up. 
All materials must be school safe 
Use Robot Wars TV show to evaluate designs based on shape etc.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abrqn4nPw9k 

 

Blewbury CE Primary School – Design and Technology Banksy 
Shine your light and share it with the world! 

Inquiry question: Is it ever OK to fight? 

D and T unit: Robot wars  

Strand:   Design, make and evaluate - programming 

Why is this unit being taught in this term and links to previous learning. 
Links to the inquiry question. 
Uses knowledge of strengthening structures and joining materials learned in Year 4 and 5. 
Links to understanding in Klimt A and B of structures that withstand earthquake/strong winds 
Links with computer programming – sphero  
Links with making moon buggy 
Link to scientific understanding of forces (what makes a balloon pop more easily) and properties of materials.  

What children will need to already know to access this 
unit: 

How to strengthen and join materials. 
How to operate a Sphero 

Key vocabulary/glossary of terms:  
Sphero Hardware that teaches coding and 

programming 

Control The power to influence or direct 

Program A series of instructions that can be put 
into a computer to make it perform a task 

Directional Language Words relating to or showing direction 

Sequence A particular order in which related things 
follow each other 

assemble Fit together the separate component 
parts 

Aesthetic  Concerned with beauty or the 
appreciation of beauty 

Protrude Extend above or beyond a surface 

evaluate How effective was the robot design 

design the art or process of planning and 
creating something 

prototype a simple model that lets you test out 
your idea 

  

  

  
 

What will children know by the end of this unit: 

• How to control a sphero in order to play a game. 

• What structure/design is best to survive the 
game. 

• That some materials are better than others at 
popping a balloon. 

• That balloons are not all made from the same 
material or thickness. 

 
What will children be able to do by the end of this unit: 
Design and make a battle shell for a sphero robot. 
Control/program a sphero to complete the game and 
follow a sequence of moves with differing complexity. 
Select from a range of materials – strength, ability to 
burst balloon - investigate different types. 
Evaluate which robot was the best design and explain 
why. 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abrqn4nPw9k

